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Cxa~xoa H.E., Conoauea H.n. E2- ll727 
~OpM~SKTOpbi Me30H08 H KOBapR8HTB8H TpexMepHaH ¢opMynHpOBK8 

COCT8BHOA Monena 

PaaBRT annapaT, noasonH~WRft B paMxax penHTHBHCTcxoft KBapxo8ol 
MO.OenR HaiTH HB8bi8 Bblp8)1(98RH JlJUI ¢lopM¢l8KTOpOB M830HOB 'lepe3 KOB8pH-

8HTHbi8 eonHOBbie ¢1YBKUHH CHCT8Mbi .nByx x:aapxoa. 3TH aonHOBble $ysxuaa 
fiO.[l~RBK~CH .OBYX'ISCTB'IHOMY KB83HfiOT8HUR8nbHOMy yp8BH8RRD, B KOTOpO~ 

XOB8pR8HTRbiM ol5p830M Bbi.QeneHO OTROCHTenbROe .QBH)KeBHe KBBpltOB. TO'IHblft 

BRn BOnHOBhlX ¢yHKUHA HaRneR 6naronapB nepexony B penRTHBHCTCKOe Koop

nHH8THOe npencTaBneHHe nyTeM npHM.eHeHRR BM.ecTo o6btqaoro paano•eBHR 

~yp&e rapMOHH"'IeCKOrO 8H8nH38 88 rpynne nopeHU8 R peweRRR nonyq&HHOrO 

T8ltHM o6p830M penRTHBHCTCKoro p83HOCTHoro ypSBHeHHSI. nonyqeHHbie Bbip8-

>KeHRR nnB tf>opM¢8KTOpOB npeo6p830B8Hbl K TpexMepHOMY XOB8pH8HTROMy 

BHny, RBnRJOtlleMyCSI HenocpenCTB8HHbiM reoMeTpH'IeCKHM penRTHBHCTCitHM 

o6omeHHeM 8H8nOrHqftbiX BbJpS>KeHHA B HepenHTRBHCTCKOA: X:BaHTOBOA: MeXSHH-' 

xe a o6ecne"'IHBBJOtnHM B xynoHOBCKOM none y6biBSHHe !PopMctlaxTopa Meaoua 

npa -t ~ ~ no 3aKoHy F" (t) - t -I 

Pa!5oTa Bb!fiOnHeHa B na5op8TOpHH TeopeTH~eCJ<OA fjJH3HKH OH~H. 

Coo6meaae 06'bellRBeKHOro HBCTIITyTa !lllepawx accneJloBanA. lly6aa 1918 

Skachkov N.B., Solovtsov I.L. E2 - ll727 

Meson" Form Factors and Covariant tThree-Dimensional 
-FoMr.ulation of Composite Model 

An apprO!ich is developed which is applied in the relativistic quark 
model to obiain explicit expressions for meson form factors In terms 
of covariant wave functions of the two-.quark system.. These wave 
functions obey the two-particle quasipotential equation in which the 
relative motion of quarks is singled out in a covariant way. The 
exact form of the wave functions is found using the transition to 
the relativistic configurational representation with the help of the 
harmonic analysis on the Lorentz group instead of the usual 
Fourier expansion and then solving the relativistic difference equa
tion thus obtained. The expressions found for form factors are 
transformed into the three-dimensional covariant form which Is a 
direct geometrical relativistic generalization of analogous expres
sions of the nonrelativistic quantum mechanics and provides the 
decrease of the meson form factor by the low "F (t) - t -l as 
- t ~ ~ , in the Coulomb field. " 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of 

Theoretical Physics, JINR, 
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1. Introduction 

The idea of the composite quark nature of hadrons in con
junction with the assumption of scale invariance leads to a 
simple universal law of the form factor behaviour in the asymp
totic region of large momentum tranafers/11. 

However, there is still a problem concerning the relati
vistic covariant description of form factors (and other charac
teristics caused by the composite nature) throughout the whole 
energy and momentum transfer region. Por this purpose it is 
necessary to have a more detailed knowledge of quark dynamics and 
in particular to know the covariant wave functions of relative 
motion of quarks. OUr consideration here will be restricted to 

" the spinless mesons as objects composed of two spinless quarks. 
,. r/,-;t.zl ~---In the nonrelativistic theory the form factor rt~; <j=;6-K 

momentum transfer) is defined as the Pourier transform of the 
modulus squared of the wave function of quark relative motion 
Jfr)= Z /1' :~o (;.) /'"s _ 

/ ~,.-. , l:..z / ,fth l'"f.j f=-P :/. 

F (-,_1 = jtt- e 'JfrJ = ~fl"·:ty'" t:tr r j ~kfi.Jj<1.1 > 
D 

or in the momentum representation 

F (- i9 = z tJ;- ~); ft-) ~~ ( F- f) (#"' 
Within the four-dimensional formalism of quantum field 

( 1. 2) 

theory, the covariant wave functions (WP) are derived using 
the two-particle Bethe-Salpeter equation. However, in this 
approach, the WP of relative motion maintains an additional 
dependence on relative time which has no analog in the nonrela-
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tivistic quantum mechanics and complicates the direct covariant 
generalization of the nonrelativistic quark model. 

Our task is to construct a covariant three-dimensional 
formalism in the relativistic theory as close as possible to 
the nonrelati~istic one. In the momentum representation, an 
essential progress has been achieved in the three-dimensional 
covariant description of the form factors of composite systems 
through the covariant formulation of the two-particle quasipoten
tial equation of Logunov-Tavkhelidze/2/ in papers/3, 41. However, 
in the momentum representation that is used in/3,4/ the equation 
for WP is an integral equation that makes it difficult to obtain 
solutions in a closed form required for investigations. 

As it was shown in our previous paper'5/ the explicit form 
of covariant WP can be obtained on the basis of the method of 
transition to the relativistic configurational representation/G/ 
proposed earlier in the framework of the Kadyshevsky quasipo
tential equation/71. 

The aim of this work is to derive the explicit form of 
the relativistic form factors and to keep the analogy with the 
nonrelativistic formalism, in particular, with the expressions 
(1.1), {1.2). 

2. Covariant guasipotential Equation in the Relativistic 
Configurational Representation (RCR) 

The main difference between the quasipotential equation 
and the Bethe-Salpeter equation, where all quantities are de
fined off the mass shell, but in each vertex the energy-momentum 
conserves, consists in the following: in the quasipotential 
approach {QPA) all the momenta of particles belong to the mass 
shell 

f .l ~.2 2 
"_, =In (2.1) 

But, like in the "old fashioned• perturbation theory all quan
tities {WP, the Kernel of the equation) are defined over the 
"energy" shell. Equation (2.1) defines the three-dimensional 
surface of a hyperboloid whose upper sheet serves as a model of 
the Lobachevsky space. Therefore in the quasipotential equation, 
it is convenient to expand oTer the complete system of functions 
which realize the unitary representations of the group of motionS 
of that space, i.e.,the Lorentz group. 
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Earlier the RCR has been applied to describe the form 
factors in paper'81. The transform of the form factor in RCR is 
defined as follows/S/ ( t = {? - ..t=.f = .2N ll ( .L - chf) } 

F /i) = jt~r-- E- (L1~ . ,. ....... )Ff)=hi ~r#JIIJf-)r.:zc/r (2.2) 
f' ? ~~j /7#s1J ~ 

·~~ 
'l~" 

where analogs of the nonrelativistic plane waves e j which 
realize the group of motions of the three-dimensional Euclidean 
momentum space,are the following functions 

{ /1 ~ ~ -.L -•'r;V _. _. £.J,.,u rc.- • ~ _,.. .-2 j (L1, r) = L M J r =-1:"17. ./ h =~· (2 .J) 

h/"-=- ( iJt) . 
The functions (2,J),realizing the unitary irreducible repre

sentations of the Lorentz group,have been found in/9/ The spatial 
part ofi"Y"ector ( L) ,P, ~e- ) /<: ( .L;i /:J)-""' / = q .1, .2, 3 : 

.1- = 
~IC 

- .... // -:1. ~)· - k / ;;;; ) I (-Jk = (.4., f> = t -;:tt />" -~ (2.4> 

0 (; .z ' ( -i. " - - .r £1~/c.;: lf.Z+~/k ;{L.,;)=}oko-f/C=}_r):; (2.5) 

11 H 
~ 

can be treated as a vector of a difference of two vectors ;0 
~ r _,.. ~ 

and /C in the Lobachevsky space: ..u)',.oo = f> {-) k • In t.he nonre-
~ ._ ....., -- - _. ~ r'? -;'} i#'/"' 

lativistic lim! t ..u/>J"' = pr-J/C- ~=I' -.t and.$ ~~'/"'e J1 ~there-
fore, the expansion (2.i) transforms into (l.J). In ref./t/, 
the expansion (2.i) was proposed to consider as a relativistic • 
three-dimensional generalization of the Pourier transformation 
used for the transition to the configurational representation 
in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. The group parameter r in 
(2.2) and (2.3) which has been proposed !G! to conaider as a 
relativistic analog of the relative coordinate r in(1.1), i.e., 
the "relativistic coordinate", numerates the eigenvalues rJ 
of the invariant Casimir operator of the Lorentz group~ =Jif ;,If 
(where 1'1u:J =ttLf]_::J- j,ii ~ are the group generators) /' 

I •r1 jJ r (7) ~ !f 
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A 

~ f (J"7 ?) = ( /,3 +r:z) 5 (L1"7 r-) /. O!: rL.oe. (2.6) 

The nonrelativistic coordinaterhas the same group-theoretical 
meaning: its square is an eigenvalue of the Casimir operator 
c! =(~7} 2.. of the group of motions of the Euclidean momentum 
space .~~ .-.-. 

"' 'f-r :z 'fr C e = r e 
3 (2.7) A .-'\ 

In the nonrelativistic limit ~ -C9 • 

An important property of the relativistic analog of the re
lative coordinate in (2 .2) is the relativistic invariance of its 
modulus (as a parameter which~ numerates the eigenvalues of the 
invariant Casimir operator ~~ of the Lorentz group). There
fore, the distribution f7/r),A(2.2) is an invariant function. 

In ref./8/ it has been shown that the usual definition of 
:z ,IQF/z</f ~h the invariant r.m. s. <. r, >;;; o f'U t: lt/Jjrl".} has the group-theoreti-

cal meaning of an eigenvalue of the Casimir operator of the 

Lorentz group: rp,.C{t) 

1 
"' ·/.. 

1 
) 

.; C a~/t=o ~ Fd)Jit=o 
.(_r;, >. :;; / ) = F/. 1 (2.8) 

IMr. Ft {) I 0/ 

By using (2.2) and (2.6), eq. (2.8) results in the expression 
for L.. #(,.;. )' in terms of the invariant distribution ,C fi.) 181 

~~J : 6'~~v = .!._ }:y',.-Ff.} 
1.. " ~~~,. F /o) /1.z f j t/r-F /r) 

which is valid in any coordinate s~atem. 
This equality was used in/er for analysing the vector 

dominance model and ita modification at short distances. 

(2.9) 

Our aim is to establish the connection of the invariant 
distribution ~/'r) (2.!) with covariant wave functions of 
relative motion of quarks inaide hadron. Bote, however, that 
unlike (2.1), in the quark model the expansion is performed on 
the mase hyperboloid of a quark In rather than on that of 
particle with mass 1'1 (composed of quarks) . 

e 

As a result, the connection of the "relativistic coordinate" 
(for relative action of quarks)with r.m.s. of the composite particle 
will be somewhat different from (2.9). 

Let us turn now to the quasipotential equation. In ref./2/ 
the single-time quasipotential wave function (WF) was defined 
which follows from the Bethe-Salpeter equation. ~e 
two-particle system with mass J1 , ·momentum It 
:J (here Y= 0 ) in the Bethe-Salpeter approach is 

WF of the 
and moment 
defined 'li.S 

Clf8 " (x.t., x.z) =.zp IT{~i(x~) 't. {a:.:z.) J I M.,IJ_, ~>·c2.1o> 

After the covariant equating of particle [?>,~] "' 0 0 

time ::r = XJ. - n;, = o 
it reads: 

r;d!)(, ) f"'v Q 
r'\l:e)C (pi,p.t)=~'ii)l:t a tq_~e "1:81C r;) j ~= P.t.+Pz.,,2.11) 

where 

"'"' \ M i {~)x \1 
1\}'Btc (1)-= J"~ e ~ J'(Jr:x,.)~oiT{~fx) l:{f-.x)J)~~k}.2.12) 

As a vector ~~ ,it is convenient 
the system • )o;'G.J 

r ;p/_ 
1:5'= lj[p:t ) 

to choose the 4-velocity of 

.1' r 
.A5> =a 1e 

r.r - -so that in the c.m.s. :J :: PL + p,~. = 0 and ?.:x=zr.f--;x::.:o. 
Because of the presence of t -function under the integral sign, 
the integration is performed over the three-dimensional hyper
surface.Ax=D. As a result, the WP (.2.:12) 

~8K:{~) == 5Jx'~p[ .t; (P..J.;__f:-). x ]Lol~(~~)~(q-xJIH,'.1J o) 
depends only on the three-dimensional vector J>:(k~i~J ,which 
coincides with the spatial component of covariantly defined 
vector of the momentum of the first particle in the c.m.s. of 
the two-particle system, introduced in ref./ll/.In notation (2.5) 
this vector has the form/ 5/ (see also/121): 

¥) fD refs. /10/ the quasipotential formalism was~onstructed 
with the use of 4-vector )1' on the cone, i.e.,_::t~-.)1 ~0. 
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ll ....,.... -f = (L-:_ {f~P~ );= {;.r-Jtn:J..p =. t1p~._,m':lp (2.13) 

and 

~BkJ~) /"'J ~ ) 

_ ''l:ao ( t1 p~_,m~:y .) 
-- ~ 
L1 = -Ab :l.-.<2.14 > 

P1..~111~ r.z_,m_ 
7 

· 

The analogous covariant equating of particles time is also used 

for deriv7:g the two:=::ime Green function .2. J cW jfk) J:! /! 
{:;.r,)'id ~{f?- Q) G {flf,tM:J ;· L11,m.)J £?} = j;xi. ~· 'it·~· 

(2.15) 

• /fl.rlf -IQ.t ~ ~(/tj (' ti} J /' /.., ; 4f. ~J e ij>.t:Jti. -f'f.J~ -14tl.t r'(!d /J~ -J:x;,.) dpcfi-~ t.rrXs.~:¥.JJtf~V" . 

The definition of the Green function of the Bethe-Salpeter 
equation 

6'- (:ri,x.t; jt~) = ~ o/ T { ~(Xj)~lx;) Y:(ft) ~~;,.J}b~~6 > 

with the completeness condition of the system of state vectors,the 
integral representation of 8 -fUnction, and the definition of the 
single-time WP' (2.10) produce the following form of (2.15) near 
the ~~ J.tate ~o;{ . ~ .t.) = iJ ref_ ,.... aa/v _ 

I • p, m~ ; 1J ma ..~ J 0 - (J.. H) 
/"'J LJ~ } "-'+ ~ ,...._ -v+ 

= / (:Z7iY { y;BH (. p,m; ~ ~ ( fl,,~n:2) _ ~~/LJ:Jrt:;)O:,.. a;,.,~; ? 
VffiL - /'1 +I£ . ~ + H +,£ )• 

where WF ~.H ~PJm:J} differ from (2.12)-(2.14) by the nor-
malha tion I S I 

,.._, ~ .J 0 "'""' _,.. 

~_.41 I t1 "-- m:; } = 2 L1 p, ,a jy~;;; ~IJ ! ~ ~3)<2 .1a > 
We also defin• the next function 

.-..,. - LJO ~ f'"'J .-

~,.,~~In!)) ~ (:l f',llr:A) ~D /Af'_,IH:J) (2.!9) 

8 

The spectral representation (2.1~) contains poles at points 
both with positive and negative mass. Therefore, if we want to 
have a formalism close in form to the nonrelativistic one, we 
should follow/13/ and use the construction procedure of the 
quasipoten~~~1equation only with the help of the retarded Green 
function C- (LI~,..,..a.;1~n::~ ;;?.'l.j. As a result of the usual 
procedure/2-4/, we obtai; two possible types of equations/51 a/Jb~ 

[ 

.:1. :z, ""' _. i \Vi'(.. ... _0)2)(0' r~ ) tm~ 
P-/u1~m:JfsM (Llp,m.l)=(~l'lii) !L1~m:ljLikj~ /JB11(L1~e_,m; ;,-1AJ::,I17:1 

(~.20) 

o ;. " ""'r ~ i - · _. ·D:I. ,.. -:'r ~ J 
N?.f -' ;r·> .... 

~L1~mJ [1¥-JLlp,mJ ~H ( L1 P.,h1~ )=tPu)3 vaf,tr>X Lll)tn) 'J 7~J A~h1.ll~L1}"J1 
(!LSM.) ~10\il 

Equation (2.10) corresponds to the formulation of the quasipo
tential approach in terms of the Green function (2.17) while eq. 
(2.2-L}--in terms of the retarded Green function (; ,..~ (Note, 
that eq. (2.2i) coincides with the equation obtained in the 
Kadyahevsky approach/V/on the basis of the covariant Hamilton 
formulation of QP'T ) • The procedure of constructing quasipo
tentials Y and V ~" from matrix elements of the relativistic 
scattering amplitude is presented in/'-- It, 1, .:13!. 

As is shown in/ji I, under the Lorentz transformation the 
WF (2.12)-(2.14) is transformed by the law 

"""""' _,... ~ -; 

U(L.)1J'Bo {L1p,tnl5') = ~so ( L1L.pJm:.tLP) = 
(2. 22) 

= r\Jso (R{V-t(L-~ 9)J Af',»1:l<J) 

After the transformation (2. 
J;, Jrt.l(Y (2.13) into the 

and'(2.21) take the form/5/: 

2) with the aubsti tution of vector 
function (2.3}, equations (2.20} 

,-..-

[ ~~- 1-1:] \f&M (t) = V(r) get-~ (;) • (2 .23) 
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~o[v~l- Ho]~:M(~)= y(~) lfa; (?), (2.24) 

HA /5,6/ 
The free Hamiltonian 0 is a finite-difference operator • It , 
should be noted that since the relativistic coordinate r is 

" now conjugated to the covariant momentum vector of the particle 
in the o.m.s. of the two-particle system L1o ,., *) the opera-

• r"4 l'n,..g> /5/ 
tor J../0 in (2.23) and (2.24) is the Lorenb invariant • 

When quasipoteniials \f and 1rr in eqs. (2.20) and (2.21) 
do not depend on oP~ the normalization conditions for the WP 
are of the form 

~ 
t.lo)"+ 

,..._,+ - ,..._., 

oi-J..LJ ;~m~g . ~M1 (L1P£/"'A.S') ~ B f"1 (L1:.~.,,... ~5' )= .i 
""' f'J.,"""s> 

\ /') t ""'~ r - .2 Ll .o r-- ~ J -i ~it'lcy . ~SM {Llp,,m:A)J ~/YI'J.j> ~,.JLJp.,,m :;lS') = 1 
Ill p., ... lp 

(2.25) 

(2 .26) 

or in the RCR: 

~ol~ I ~M (~) /.t = :1. (2.27) 

~J;t 
A 

q~-"+ {~).~. gr {~) = 1 
6M M 811 

(2.28) 

In what follows we shall illustrate our method for finding the 
**) pion form factor by solving eq. (2.23) with the potential 

V(r) .... - ej..- (2.29) 

The corresponding covariant R coincides with those found in 2.J 
ref.~/6/ for the c.m.s. and for S-state these have the form 

,...... l:o -XI-1!1 ~ 
'f. (r)·= Cot~$!· e F. (l-il"tn. !- ,C ;2 j :i _ t.Jtb(-Zix) (2.30) 

SM ,r;;;"i" 1. t ' sin.~:t r 
y{P:L =2m cos~ - ~ *T"Tne modulus I Ll l and vector J are inva-

riant quanti ties "and orl'':t!fl~~ nerlZV shell 'CS) P~J "":;1 ~ 
1- . I] """ t/.J~ /. ~ 2. 2 A Pi,lttlp I '= v Hl-IJ.IHl I /](. I.Jp~,M;}.fP = 1'1 .i ;; :: ~~~ fj->../:: 1'1 . 

**) At present it is accepted that inside the hadron auarks in-
teract through the exchange by the massless gluon. _ 

.In the RCR to the propagator (J?- kYLthere corresponds the quasi
potential (2.29) at dis~ances r> ~-t. 
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I· 

V ~e:t 
Though the quasipotential in (2.24) is constructe4 from 

V -ltU 
diagrams of Lield theory different from those for in 
(2.23) (\rris a sum of irreducible diagrams arising in the Ha
milton covariant formulation of quantum field theory by Kady
shevsky 115/), we consider as an example eq. (2.24) with the same 
potential (2.29). 

We look for the solution to eq. (2.24) with (2.29) in the 
form of tbe Laplace integral 

r~ ~r Jd r e- f (p) . 
d.. 

~ ~ l=o 
~~/~-) = (2. 31) 

SUbstitution (2.31) ipto (2.24) gives a simple differential equa-
tion for the function f(p) and certain relations which allow 
one to choose complex points ff.- and f> in the in-

-~~-o 
tegral (.2.3.L) • As a result, for the function '1 •- (~J we get 

. 8~ 
the integral representation ~ -i 

;:pr.t=o -"""Jt (I -rtY~(~-")[sin.~J+'!.?sito:lJt 
:~BM ('") .,. c~ · e · .) "11 e · Vj . · 

--EL -1. : .!!:.- -1 - -c~sx- i (2.32) 

[ ' ~~Jt] .sito;l)t [ • ~+!.1/lt!<>;!:>t [ . ~- !112; , Sit\- - S!h ~ · sen. _.r 
,_ :2. :L • 

The correct asymptotic behaTiour is provided by the choice of 
contour C as drawn in Pig. 1 and by the following quan
tisation condition 

,ell. 
sit~.~ :x:. :: N ( N = J, !,3 ... ) ' 

'Jm :/ 

-1 "--x I X_/~ 
Ft8-. i 

For the ground state {!V=i) 

X = a'«! cos V ~.1' (.t. 33) 
:Lm" . 

ReJ' 

eq. (2.)2) gives 

,._, r, t,.,o -rtnX' 

~M (r) "' Co~tsl · r · e . (2.34) 
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3. Porm Pactor of the Relativistic Two-Particle System 

The matrix element of the local current operator 
between bound states is obtained with the help of the five
point Green-like function/~8/ 

R. (xJ./r~.; y,,~) = <_o/ T { lJJ. (x-') ':f.Jx.~) 'J(o) f.tfy._J ~ ( ~) J I o >. 

As follows from ref./4/, the Pourier transform of the covariant 

tw~time Gree~ function . (,) s M (¥} . a.). cl(f) 

R {L1 Pt m~5' 1 t1a_011~£J :J, Q) = d XJ. ·) x:L J jt /j.2 
' r' (3.1) 

· 't8s (>, -x,j_} d"(j.Q {~,_~,J} R (x,,x,;~,,y,) 
near poles of bound states A and B (with masses M A and 
/'1 5 reap. ) can be represented in the form 

D ~ ; j j p. Q) = ~HA(t(~o~~(;'p9/:1(o)}BQ) ~Ma ( J.1-;"'cr)2) 

"t 'p,m~ 1'1rl).(il ) ( 1[¥-M11) · (v7- M8 ) 

with the help of the completeness condition for the system of 
state vectors, integral representation of t1 -function (corres
ponding to rr -product) and definition of the covariant two
particle WP (2.10), (2.1i). 

Purther, following the paper/4/, we derive the momentum 
representation of the matrix elements of the current operator 
in terms of the covariant single-time quasipotential WP of two 
bound states A and B (for details, see App. I). 

a) Por the WP defined by eq. (2.23) these are 

4'/J/ r:l(o)/ BQ) = zl-~1z. f dtl)J;,w.~_p . ;f+ { Ll._ ~~ ) . 
(~'liP j -1 Llo flM p, S n-. p,..,~ 

~LJi,m:tQ + {rF.LJ;,m:lp. 
L1; tr~l5' • L1 ;, "'~ Q 

("-' -
~ Bl'1 ( LJ}, ~?.Q) 

(3.3) 
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.-- +b) Por the WP (2.24) (i.e.,with the retarded Green function 
C rL ) one has 

- -~fl~ I j(o) I B Q > = 

'tJ.. + :lL 
= (.2'ii)l 

r l~)L1.. ,...._, ,.+ -- ("'-' r --'!" (3.4) 

J IYI-i ~::>.,;> . ~AM ( LJp,.m:Jp) :fBM ( LJ~/n:;~a_) 
p, m:JS' 

The matrix element (3.4) is more close in form to the nonrela
tivistio one than the matrix element ().3). In expressions (3.J) 
and (3.4) the vector of Lobachevsky space J"';,m:l. lil is rela
ted to the integration variable ~ m ::Jp as follows 

L1j,.m.Aa =- /;-~ ·Lq> · LJp,m:Ap, 
(3.5) 

where ~a and L 9 are matrices of the pure Lorentz trans
formations. The product of two pure Lorentz transformations, in 
general, is not pu~Lorentz transtfrmation on the resulting 
vector .J';;,.0 = 9 (-) Q= (.L;.t 9 but contains an additional 
Wigner rotation 

I -1. _L 
/..; & (? == 

-1. 

.L 
dptf2 

I 

VfLaP). ,. 

Por the spherical-symmetric WF of S-state of the two-particle 
system it can be easily shown that the matrix element (3.4) is 
an invariant funotion~(f)whioh depend only on the invariant 
quantity the square of modulus of vector J1 ~ a. related to 
the momentum transfer of the system f = ( t2- .1' ).z. by the formula 
( 1'1, = N's = M ) : 

i = (9- &).2 = ~jlf.2- .21'1 v 1'1£ "" 3.z -' 
~a 
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-~ ), As a result, the function tc/'.1~& ,called the system form-factor, 
can be written as a convolution of the quasipotential WF in the 
Lobachevsky space 

F (1:;aJ = 
~ {.3) -- "'"",.. + - _....._;.. -+ (3. 7) 

7 +7 (/ Lle/"':J::i. . .Y_ (~ )!/(d t-JinJ;) 
= --=---).L3} ht -L .LJ o 8/'1 .P~m~ 8/'1 ~m.;~.J' 11 :J:fi . 

(.2/1 ,P.-171::lp 

The form factor (3.7) is a direct geometrical generalization 
(in the sense of the change of the Euclidean to the Lobachevsky 
geometry) of the corresponding nonrelativistic expression (1.2), 
that is the convolution in the Euclidean space. By applyin~the 

LC..U "addition theorem" to the relativistic "plane waves" (2.3) ' 

( -- - -+} (A -+ ':") "'!i _,. -+) 
)dtft f (L1e-~n1-J;' Ll.f!fl/;. /= f''i:f/L1P!m;J,"t)}t,$4;~~·r /(3.8) 

-.2 

the form factor F ( 4a) can be represented in the form of 
the relativistic Fourier transform of the modulus squared of 

-,.. ~) the covariant quasipotential WF Y ( r (2.24) 
1311 

I { - v~r lfl 
F(t) = r (it;;)=!~~+ X.:!Jij!#J (t d~a j;). ~11 fr~J;. <3.9> 
sfE~a,f!'"}: ('"'K'A·;:.mtlrt?i?r"-'""'= (4 .. -~~tn;-:i-t'rhr 

For S-state, integrating over angles gives ~ 

F/i) =11t +Z) _!_. ~711/r 
(, .t .ShJ 7 " S/h r/H ~ /'i~,l::fr)/.2 

rm;. "N ' (3.10) 

/I //. £ ) ~r;f::O 
where)'= ,.yt t* /L- £H.L is the rapidity and ':f /Jhf'7, the 
radial WP. The form factor (3.10), being a generalization of the 
nonrelativistic form factor (1.1), differs from it in two 
points. First, (3.10) c~ntains the integration over invariant 

,,relativistic coordinate /" which is conjugate not to the mo
mentum transfer, like in ( 1.1 ) but to the rapidity 111/1 ["6'J, 
that has the meaning of a distance in the Lobachevsky space. 
Second, (3.10) contains an additional relativistic geometrical 
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factor r~sAf~ which vanishes in the nonrelativistic limit. 

(The meaning of this factor is discussed in refs./8 / ). 
Now let us consider a particular example, the form factor 

of a meson in the case of the Coulomb interaction between quarks. 
It is known that a nonrelativistic model based on the Coulomb 
potential predicts the dipole decrease of the pion form factor 
~!.f)= i-.tf1VI that contradicts the prediction of the dimensional 
quark counting rules, i.e.,the decrease of type~~-- t-~ 111. 
In our approach, the covariant quasipotential WF (2.34) produces 
the following behaviour of 0; ~I) at large transfer momenta-1~~ 

:1 
1:/t'-11 =;: (Ll:.t )::::::: ~.3 ~l/ 
/1 / .:/_,& ? (/ 

-t -...o 

d 
~ ~ 

It/ (ik :,~1 )3 
, 

(3.11) 

which differs from that predicted by the dimensional quark coun
ting rules by the logarithmic factor { 6r. ;;.: ) J only. 

Note also that the approach developed can help one to find 
the relativistic form factor of a system with the nonrelativis
tic internal motion of constituents. In this case the relati
vistic relative "coordinate" r coincides with the nonrela
tivistic one, and eq. (2.24) turns into the Schrodinger equa
tion/~( Now, by comparing (1.1) and (3.10) it can be easily 
concluded that 

F //(f) = F (Lt.z) = ~~ . f.:' (hftr) 0.12> 
he. ref. "fj 12 ',5'/Z f ltt?h uL ~ ' 

! = ,?,. ci. I d. - -t h M!l) . 
It should be noted that formula ( J . .i. .Z) has been obtained 

in the consistent relativistic theory without any approximations 
'/r.Z/ 

of the type of an expansion in powers of 1 c .z. • On the other 
hand, the results of paperf19/ can be applied only if the interac
tion Lagrangian is restricted to terms of first order in 1r/c ._ , 
as it was shown for classical models in rer.1201. The considera
tion of higher orders results in essential difficulties in 
deteDDining the transformation properties of WF/211. Expanding 
!J in (3.12) in powers of ~/ c & one can easily verify that 

:formula ( 3. 12) coincides, within terms J.f C tt , with the corres
ponding formula of paper/191. 
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On the basis of results of paperl221 formula (3.12) can 
be writ~en in the form 

1. ~e f{a) '""J ,J"'fy Wmu} i V/ t,_li!) 
d -It I f?H-~_1 ) /

111 N'~- 'I 
'/lfll 

r r 

with ~j' )-the Fourier-Bessel transform of ~fr). From the 
latter expfession it is clear what class of potentials provides 
the asymptotic behaviour of ~~ (t) consistent with predic
tions of the dimensional quark counting. 

Conclusion 

Let us summarize the most essential results of the paper. 
1. The relativistic configurational representation (RCR) 

allows one to express the particle form factor in terms of the 
invariant distribution {:'(r) (2.2) in any reference frame/3 I 
and not only in the Breit one (as in the case of the Fourier
Bessel transformation(1.1~ 

2. We establish the connection of the invariant distribu
tion F {1") with the covariant quasipotential WF of the system 
of two particles (quarks). 

3. The quasipotential WF are solutions of the covariant 
two-particle quasipotential equations (2.23) and (2.24), and 
for some potentials they can be found explicitly (see, e.g., 
(2.30) and (2.34)). 

4. The relativistic coordinate r in eqs. (2.23) and 
(2.24) is conjugated to the covariant momentum vector of particle 
in the c.m.s. of the system .Llp, m~c:y (2.13 ). The invariance of 
its modulus :21 E; ,m:>-5' I :: Ltvtrar ~ leads to the invariance 
of the modulus of the relativistic relative coordinate ~ in 
(2.2) and (3.10). Therefore the RCR with the group parameter 
(2.6) playing the role of the invariant relativistic relative 
"coordinate", allows one to describe the sratem internal motion, 
responsible for the particle atructure1 in an invariant way. 

5. The invariance of the modulus of the relativistic rela
tive "coordinate"(•incompressibility" under the Lorentz trans
formations) ia the main difference from the Licht-Pagnamenta 
formalism/if I widely used in quark theory. This property allows 
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one to obtain the simple formula (J.l2) for the invariant form 
factors of the systems with nonrelativistic internal motion. 

Our further purpose is the application of the developed forma
lism for calculation of form factors for other types of quark
antiquark interaction and the inclusion of spin on the basis of 
an approach developed in refs./ 7, 231. 

The authors express their deep gratitude to V.G.Kadyshevsky, 
A.B.Govorkov, V.A.Matveev, V.A.Mescheryakov, R.M.Mir-Kasimov and 
R.N.Faustov for useful discussions. 

Appendix 

Let us introduce, following ref./4/ the generalized vertex 
function f7 related to the five-point function ~ (3.1} as 
follows: 

!( (.Y; f2) = c;(.P). r(.;:; &)· r;(&) / (A.1 ) 

where multiplication implies the invariant integration with volume 
element of momentum space d~ = ciJ .a;;_..~ realized on the hy-
perboloid (2.1 ). m-.i. .::1_;,,.,.4 

Graphically, this representation is of the following form/~ I 
(see Fig. 2) 

~ G- G 

Fig. 2, 

In the presence of a bound state with the two-time Green function 
has a pole representation according to {2.17). Comparing (3.2) 
with (A.1) and applying the pole representation (2.17) to G- , one 
gets the current matrix element between states A and B in terms 
of the quasipotential 'NF equation (2.10) and generalized vertex 
function r in the following form ~ 7 

~AJ5}:J(oJ/BQ) = .i.~ (d~~nt.):z. t:YPLJ~mal2. 
Cl7i) J;;-.J. Lf o ~f Lf 0 (A.2) 

1',"'.;:1.:? h# j,m.:1~ 

. ~(L1;~frf4h1~j J;hi~J; !l) ~ 1~1/f)) 
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Within the quasipotential approach in terms of the retarded 
Green function relation (A.1) should be changed as follows: 

R~d f.f] &) = c u~{!P)·r~-1JltP)· c~-et&), (A.3) 

where R "'efJ: &}is the retarded part of the five-point function 
(3.1), and the current matrix element is: ~ 

<./l.%"/1{o)/B a)= :_ I' fa".Jd;,?e. ei.JLJ,.,:':;€ . 
(.211/ './ ~-L A .. -~ Ll 

...:f ht fo, :1,9 h-1 'f.- H1.1t; (A. 4 ) 

•!/. fd~ }f"'"et.. · - 0 "'"',. / ~ 
i9o ~m.:l_, ( Afi....._,.J1...a.e;~W~.e,l~...,-i?) 

The vertex function r will be calculated approximately 
as an expansion in interaction constant. In the impulse appro-
ximation (see Fig. 3) 

P, ~ 
qt 

Pa - q2 
+ 

p• ± qf 

q2 Pz 

Fig. 3. 

it is of the form t' /,/ o ..,. ~ L1 ° ) . 
IJ-+ .LJ~ ;JJt2}=.2 ~Y,jil. Lf.ln~l(. • ~"':.1y>{A.5) 

/; (.ll*>!P ' )'.-M'~ ' (bo) J. . <CAP, /!f/o)/ f< f-• > 
r-ef/ - . 7 . 0 fl. l _ ,1 I ( L1" · A " J · 

;;, /Llf'/lrt.JJ'/LJ,Wt.)fK././j '/- hf~ ~IM.).J' //IN~ (A.6) 

For the interaction Lagrangian 
· L PL ?.:z. / ':! f o) If,~, ?-~ > 

U' +- -f 
01... (;y) =- z .i. .>J. ~ .# + .:t.t ~ !!'. ,# 

/1.. L 

with scalar field A we get /~) 

Lj>J. J>,. jlJ!o)j !J. ?.z> = ZJ. ~ .Zjzo J' /);- {.J + fL-..z.-tA:1> 
• (01) ..s 

: ~~, t21nd~; {-;~) r (1.~.1.) 
(:ut) 
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Substituting (.A.5) and (A.6) into (A.2) and {A.4) and allowing 
for {A.7) and its invariance produce expressions (3.3) and (3.4). 
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